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The following AR-DV1 firmware update will be published at 
http://www.aorusa.com/support/firmware.html 
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AR-DV1 FIRMWARE UPDATE v1710C RELEASE NOTES 
  
(c)2017 AOR, LTD. 
  
Nov.9, 2017 
  
This update will correct issues that some customers experienced, it also adds more 
functionality to the AR-DV1. 
AOR is committed to the continuous improvement of its products and will post firmware 
updates periodically to further extend the capabilities of this receiver. 
  
IMPORTANT! 
This firmware update will clear all your channel, bank and configuration memory data. It is 
therefore advised to make a backup on SD card as described chapter 5-2 of the user manual, 
and to restore this data after the firmware update.   
The update procedure takes about 90 seconds to complete. Under no circumstances the update 
procedure should be interrupted by switching the receiver off, removing the SD card, or 
cutting the power! Sudden interruption of the procedure is likely to corrupt system memory 
and therefore brick the receiver. This action would not be covered by warranty. 
  
Starting with this firmware version 1710C, there are two different files to accommodate two 
different PCB board versions (features & performance are the same). 
  
For receivers with serial numbers 09523001 and higher, use the firmware with the extension 
.DV2 
For receivers with serial numbers below 09523001, use the firmware with the extension .DV1 
  
As a security feature, the receiver will only display and accept firmware compatible with its 
PCB board version, however do NOT attempt to change the firmware’s file name or 
extension! Trying to force an uncompatible firmware update is likely to brick the 
receiver. This action would not be covered by warranty. 
  
The following bugs have been fixed: 
-SCAN/SEARCH would often miss DMR signals when receive MODE was set to AUTO. 
-DMR mode with CTCSS activated: CTCSS and color code were not displayed correctly. 
-OFFSET frequency did not remain on screen after input. 
  
The following features have been improved: 
-Better audio quality when decoding voice inverted signals. 
-Receiver now accepts a wider variety of SD card brands . 
 


